A     LONDON     YEAR
with the aged deputy-keeper and his wife. He
suggested that his nephew should marry their
daughter. One day, with four companions, one
of whom pretended to be the bridegroom, Blood
entered the Jewel House, gagged the old man, and
might have got clear with the jewels if the keeper's
son, just home from Flanders, had not rushed in.
There was a wild stampede, in which Blood and a
man called Parrot departed with the Globe and the
Crown of England ! But they were captured. The
Grown fell in the dirt, a pearl was picked up by a
sweeper, a diamond by an apprentice, and several
stones were lost.
The strangest part of the story is that no one was
punished ! In fact, Blood eventually was received
at Court, and given a pension of £500 a year !
('And, say, they had no movies in those days, I
guess. . . .')
We go upstairs. Here took place the most
dramatic haunting in the history of the Tower.
One Saturday night in October, 1817, Mr. E. L.
Swifte, the Keeper of the Jewels, was sitting at supper
with his wife in this small room when, to their
horror, a pale mist formed over the table : a white
thing that seemed palpitating with a queer bluish
life. It moved slowly to Mrs. Swifte, who cried,
* Oh, God, it has seized me !* Her husband hit it
with a chair, and it slowly moved round the room
and vanished.
It was outside this tower, soon after, that a sentry
saw a shapeless mass issuing from under the Jewel
Room door. He lunged at it with his bayonet,
which passed straight through it and stuck in the
wood. He was picked up unconscious and would
have been sentenced by court martial, but evidence
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